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Abstract Experimental visualizations of the three
dimensional (3D) convection patterns generated near an
evaporating meniscus in horizontally oriented capillary
tubes are presented. These patterns are caused due to the
differential evaporation along the meniscus. In this study,
transparent capillary tubes with refractive index close to
that of the evaporating liquid were used to minimize
refraction effects and obtain velocity vectors near the
walls. Polystyrene fluorescent particles of 0.5 lm diameter
suspended in methanol were used to make the measurements in tubes of 75, 200 and 400 lm diameter. For the
75 lm tube, gravity was observed to have no effect on the
flow patterns and an axisymmetric counter-rotating vortex
pair was present along the horizontal and vertical center
planes, suggesting the presence of a toroidal vortex near
the meniscus. With an increase in tube size, buoyancy
effects became apparent as the axisymmetric pattern broke
down. A counter-rotating symmetric vortex pair was
observed in the horizontal center plane, whereas in the
vertical center plane, a single vortex dominated the flow
and pushed the secondary vortex to a corner. Particle streak
and lPIV images were obtained in multiple horizontal
planes and a vertical center plane to understand this 3D
flow behavior.
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1 Introduction
Surface tension plays an important role in a variety of
problems in hydrodynamics and heat and mass transfer
(Schatz and Neitzel 2001) which involve interactions
between two immiscible fluids. In the presence of surface
tension gradients, shear stresses arise along the interface
resulting in fluid motion which propagates into the bulk of
the liquid through viscous coupling. A surface tension
gradient-driven phenomenon, generally known as the
Marangoni effect (Scriven and Sternling 1960), can be
caused by gradients present in concentration, electric field
or temperature. The flows generated due to a temperature
gradient present along the interface are called thermocapillary flows.
In general, thermocapillary and buoyancy effects are
present simultaneously. Typically, buoyancy-driven
motion dominates at liquid thicknesses greater than 1 mm,
while thermocapillary motion dominates when the liquid
thickness is less than 1 mm and/or in microgravity environments (Buffone et al 2005a). It is the combination of
these two forces that gives rise to instability in the flow
patterns. In thermocapillary convection instability, temperature gradients exist primarily parallel to the interface,
in which case even a small temperature gradient will initiate a flow (Schatz and Neitzel 2001). In such cases, the
basic flow pattern at very low temperature gradients is
considered to be either a steady 1D or 2D pattern, which at
higher temperature gradients becomes a steady or unsteady
3D flow pattern. Davis (1987) provided a detailed discussion of the various instabilities observed in thermocapillary
flows.
Several numerical studies (Behnia et al 1995a, b;
Bergman and Ramadhyani 1986; Carpenter and Homsy
1989; Oron et al 1997; Riley and Neitzel 1998; Smith and
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Davis 1983a, b) have investigated thermocapillary convection and/or combined thermocapillary and buoyancydriven convection in rectangular containers, and have
shown that the thermocapillary convection substantially
augments heat transfer by a factor 2–2.5 in comparison to a
model without convection. Lee et al. (2002) studied the
combined buoyant-thermocapillary convection in rectangular containers through experiments and numerical
analysis. They found that for imposed temperature differences greater than a critical value, the flow becomes
oscillatory with periodic variation of the temperature field.
These oscillations disturb the 2D velocity and temperature
fields, forcing them to become 3D and periodic in time.
A number of experimental approaches have also been
employed for measuring thermocapillary convection.
Wozniak et al. (1996, 1989, 1990) applied particle image
velocimetry (PIV) and laser-speckle velocimetry to measure the thermocapillary convection and buoyancy effects
around a bubble. Kamotani et al. (1994) used PIV to
measure the unicellular flow pattern in silicone oil contained in a heated circular container. Braunsfurth and
Homsy (1997) employed particle tracking velocimetry
(PTV) and observed the primary transition from 2D flow to
steady 3D rolls and further to an unsteady 3D pattern with
increased temperature gradient between the side walls in a
square cavity. Recently, Ward and Duan (2004) studied
thermocapillary convection in water by measuring the
deflection of a cantilever probe inserted into the flow. This
method cannot be used to obtain the entire flow map
because of the intrusive nature of the probe and its
dimensional constraints.
In many engineering applications involving two-phase
heat transfer, both thermocapillary and buoyancy forces
play important roles. The stability of an evaporating
meniscus inside a capillary structure was studied by Pratt
and Hallinan (1997) to better understand the working of
heat pipes and capillary pumped loop devices. Kim and
Wayner (1996), Hohmann and Stephan (2002) and Swanson and Herdt (1992) studied the stability of an evaporating
meniscus in a capillary tube. Pratt et al. (1998) investigated
the effect of a temperature gradient on an evaporating
meniscus and observed that the thermocapillary stresses
generated along the meniscus cause it to recede. None of
these studies investigated the flow inside the liquid and the
change in hydrodynamics under the presence of temperature gradients. Molenkamp (1998) studied the evaporation
from micro grooves and observed that thermocapillary
convection enhanced the overall heat and mass transfer.
More recently, Buffone and Sefiane (2004) and Buffone
et al. (2004, 2005a, b) made flow measurements using
lPIV to investigate thermocapillary convection and instabilities near an evaporating meniscus in glass capillaries of
diameters ranging from 600 to 1,630 lm. However, their
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experimental setup introduced optical distortions because
of the curvature of the glass tube making it difficult to
obtain measurements near the wall; only the central 70% of
the tube cross-section could be observed. They studied the
flow pattern along horizontal and vertical center planes and
observed periodic instabilities in the meniscus pinned at the
tube end. Because of limitations in their experimental
approach and the unsteady nature of the flow, a physically
realizable flow profile could not be obtained.
The present work quantitatively investigates the 3D
convection pattern near an evaporating meniscus at submillimeter length scales. Larger length scales introduce
higher temperature gradients, and as a result, can induce
instabilities. Hence, the simplest case of a steady thermocapillary convection pattern generated by an evaporating
meniscus in microtubes of diameter 75, 200 and 400 lm is
studied, under room temperature conditions. Detailed lPIV
measurements were made at multiple measurement planes
to understand the 3D flow behavior. Two different test
setups were employed to enable visualization in orthogonal
planes. A complete 3D flow profile of steady thermocapillary convection in a capillary tube has not been reported
before.

2 Experimental setup and procedures
A standard epi-fluorescent micro particle image velocimetry (lPIV) (Santiago et al 1998) setup is used to make
highly resolved spatial measurements of the flow field near
the evaporating meniscus. The experimental apparatus for
obtaining measurements at different horizontal planes is
shown in Fig. 1, and consisted of an inverted Nikon
microscope (TE 200), a two-cavity frequency-doubled
ND-YAG laser (New Wave Research, Inc.) and an interline
transfer charge coupled device (CCD) camera (LaVision
Inc., Imager Intense), all of which are set up on an optical
table to minimize mechanical vibrations. The wavelength
and pulse width of the laser beam are 532 nm and 3–5 ns,
respectively. A beam expander assembly is installed
between the laser and the microscope to match the diameter of the laser beam to that of a white light source. The
beam expander is configured with a negative and a positive
lens in a Galilean telescope arrangement; a 5 diffuser
situated between the two lenses expands the original 3 mm
diameter laser beam to 5 cm to prevent damage to the
internal optics of the microscope. After passing through the
beam expander assembly, the laser beam enters the
microscope. The path followed by the illuminating beam
through the microscope, dichroic filter cube and the
objective lens is illustrated in Fig. 1. The filter cube consists of an exciter (green filter), an emitter (red filter), and a
dichroic mirror. After passing through the exciter, the
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incoming laser beam reaches the dichroic mirror, which is
designed to reflect short wavelengths (kabs * 542 nm)
and transmit long-wavelength light. The laser beam
(kabs * 542 nm) is therefore directed towards the specimen through the objective lens. The longer wavelength
light emitted by the fluorescent specimen is transmitted
through the dichroic mirror towards the emitter which
blocks any short wavelengths present and sends the signal
to the camera. The images are captured by the CCD camera
with a time difference of 20 ms between successive images. The images are later analyzed using the customwritten PIV software, EDPIV (Gui and Wereley 2002).
The test piece as shown in Fig. 1 consists of a fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP) capillary tube filled with methanol.
The FEP tube is surrounded by a water jacket enclosed
between two glass slides and placed such that the tube axis is
orthogonal to the direction of gravity. The comparable
refractive indices of FEP, methanol and water aid in minimizing optical distortions so that accurate velocity
measurements may be obtained near the tube walls. Figure 2a
shows an image obtained in a FEP tube without the water
jacket and the distortions introduced due to the curvature of
the tube can be seen clearly; Fig. 2b shows a refractive-indexmatched image obtained in a FEP tube with the water jacket
present in which there are minimal distortions.
Tubes of length 70 mm are filled to two-thirds of their
length with methanol such that both the free surfaces are at

least 10 mm away from the tube ends. Due to the microirregularities present on the tube surface, one of the
menisci is pinned while the other recedes to compensate for
the evaporation occurring at both the ends. Images for the
current work are obtained at the stationary meniscus. The
situation where the meniscus is pinned at the end of
the tube is not considered for the visualizations due to the
optical distortions that resulted. The evaporation rates in
the 400, 200 and 75 lm diameter tubes are found to be
0.96, 0.28 and 0.008 ng/s respectively. The contact angle
of methanol in FEP capillary tubes is determined to be
50 ± 3 from experimental images. The contact angle and
the evaporation rates are found to be fairly independent of
the meniscus location inside the tube. The water bath
surrounding the tube approximates an isothermal boundary
condition at the walls. All experiments are conducted at
room temperature and under atmospheric pressure conditions. No instability is observed at the stationary meniscus
located inside the tube in contrast to the unsteady flow
pattern reported by Buffone et al. (2005a) for a meniscus
pinned at the end of the tube. The lack of instability may be
due to the lower evaporation rates and low temperature
gradients in the present work. Capillary tubes with internal
diameters of 75, 200 and 400 lm are used to explore tubesize effects on convection.
Fluorescent polymer micro spheres (Duke Scientific
Co.) with a density of 1.05 g/cm3 and diameter of 0.5 lm

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for
the horizontal cross-section
lPIV measurements
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Fig. 2 a Raw image obtained in
a FEP tube, in comparison to b a
refractive-index-matched image
obtained in a FEP tube

are used to seed the fluid. These particles absorb green light
(k * 542 nm) and emit red light (k * 612 nm). Their
settling velocity is estimated to be 4.2 · 10–8 m/s which is
four orders of magnitude smaller than the mean fluid
velocity of 10–4 m/s. Hence, the sedimentation time of the
particles for the smallest tube investigated (*75 lm) is
estimated to be of the order of several hours, which is large
in comparison to the typical imaging duration (*180 s).
The presence of particle clumps near the meniscus is
observed to change the flow pattern. Hence, a low particulate concentration (volume fraction * 1:200,000) is used
to avoid such clumps.
Buoyancy effects were investigated by visualizing the
flow along the vertical center plane. These experiments are
conducted using an upright Nikon Eclipse (ME600)
microscope with an interline transfer CCD camera (Roper
Scientific Photometrics, CoolSNAP HQ). As the microscope objective lens (Nikon CFI60) is infinity-corrected, a
45 mirror is placed between the lens and the camera as
shown in Fig. 3 to image the vertical center plane. Metamorph software was used to obtain the images. A Nikon
mercury arc lamp was used as the illumination source, with
an exposure time of 30 ms for obtaining the streak images.

3 Results and discussion
To identify the convection patterns, lPIV measurements
are made along seven different horizontal planes, and the
vertical center plane, as illustrated in Fig. 4 near the
evaporating meniscus in a 400 lm capillary tube. For the
study of buoyancy effects, flow visualization was conducted along the vertical center planes of the 75 and
200 lm capillary tubes as well.

3.1 3D flow pattern
As the flow did not exhibit any unsteady behavior, a large
number of image pairs are used to obtain averaged velocity
vectors. Figure 5a shows the raw image obtained by the
superposition of 100 image pairs. The meniscus shape, the
uniform distribution of particles and the lack of particle
clumps are all clearly observed in this image. In order to
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determine the number of images needed to obtain accurate
measurements, the images are analyzed individually and
averaged over increasing numbers of images. For a small
number of image pairs, the averaged error is large, and then
decreases progressively as the number of image pairs is
increased as illustrated in Fig. 5b. It can be seen that the
error reaches a minimum (*0.5%) for image pairs over
100 in number.
The thickness of the measurement plane is estimated
based on the relationship for the depth of correlation
developed by Meinhart et al. (2000). For a 20·, 0.5 N.A.
objective with 0.5 lm particles suspended in water, the
thickness of the measurement plane is calculated to be
7 lm.
Figure 6a–g shows the lPIV measurements obtained at
the seven horizontal planes marked in Fig. 4 for a 400 lm
tube. Only a subset of the planar velocity vectors V
obtained is shown to improve clarity. The magnitude of
vorticity x calculated using x ¼ r  V with the origin
fixed at the left bottom corner of the image is shown in the
contours. The vorticity magnitude was evaluated by central
differencing at the interior points and by backward differencing at the boundaries (tube walls and meniscus surface)
to evaluate the vorticity magnitude. The shape of the
meniscus was extracted from superimposed images as in
Fig. 5a using a MATLAB program. Streamtraces are also
plotted to clearly illustrate the flow pattern; the tube walls
and the meniscus surface are also delineated. The flow
profile along the horizontal center plane Fig. 6d exhibits
two symmetric, counter-rotating vortices. This is attributed
to the differential evaporation taking place along the
meniscus which makes the liquid near the walls cooler than
the liquid at the meniscus center. Since surface tension
decreases with an increase in temperature for methanol
(and for most liquids), a surface tension gradient drives the
liquid at the center of the meniscus towards the wall along
the interface, setting up the observed symmetrical vortex
pattern due to viscous coupling.
The velocity profiles measured at the other six horizontal planes—three top planes and three bottom planes—
show the asymmetric nature of the flow along the vertical
direction. Though the top plane 1 and bottom plane 1 are
equidistant from the center plane, the velocity profiles at
these planes are completely different indicating a 3D flow
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Fig. 3 Modified experimental
setup for vertical cross-section
lPIV measurements
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Fig. 4 Cross section of the 400 lm diameter capillary tube showing
the location of measurement planes

pattern. In the top plane 1, vortices are found to lose their
strength and are pushed towards the wall with the axial
flow directed towards the meniscus. In the bottom plane 1,

on the other hand, the flow is directed almost uniformly
away from the meniscus. This difference becomes more
apparent in the top plane 2 where two small vortices are
present at the corners of the meniscus with the bulk flow
being towards the meniscus; in the top plane 3, the vortices
are altogether absent. In the bottom planes 2 and 3, the flow
is uniformly directed away from the meniscus. This analysis of flow in the different horizontal planes indicates a
symmetric counter-rotating vortex pair that grows from the
top plane 2 to the center plane and vanishes beyond this
region. The flow towards the meniscus in the top planes
and away from the meniscus in the bottom planes indicates
the presence of flow asymmetry along the vertical center
plane. The velocity magnitudes along the center line of the
seven planes at a distance 80 lm away from the liquidvapor interface are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 5 a Raw image of
evaporating meniscus, and b
plot of averaged error vs.
number of image pairs
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Fig. 6 Velocity vectors with
vorticity contours at different
measurement planes identified
in Fig. 4. a Top plane 3, b Top
plane 2, c Top plane 1, d
Horizontal center plane, e
Bottom plane 1, f Bottom plane
2, g Bottom plane 3

Flow visualization along the vertical center plane of
the meniscus for this flow is shown in Fig. 7. The
direction of gravity is shown by the closed arrow. A
single large counter-clockwise vortex is seen to occupy
much of the plane, with a smaller vortex present near the
top wall. By considering the measurements along the
horizontal planes and the vertical center plane together, a
picture of the complete 3D velocity field emerges,
Table 1 Velocity magnitudes along the horizontal center line of the
seven planes of 400 lm tube at a distance approximately 80 lm away
from the liquid-vapor interface
Plane

Velocity (lm/s)

Top plane 3 (+167 lm)

227

Top plane 2 (+133 lm)

434

Top plane 1 (+67 lm)
Horizontal center plane (0 lm)

329
107

Bottom plane 1 (–67 lm)

153

Bottom plane 2 (–133 lm)

303

Bottom plane 3 (–167 lm)

293
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revealing an asymmetric toroidal vortex present near the
meniscus.
The observed asymmetry in the flow pattern is caused by
buoyancy effects, since the tube axis is oriented orthogonal
to the direction of gravity. As evaporation occurs at the
interface, it renders the meniscus region relatively cooler
than the bulk liquid away from the meniscus. This difference
in temperature drives buoyancy-driven convection along the
vertical center plane. In the absence of gravity, the flow along
the vertical and horizontal center planes would be expected
to be symmetric (donut-shaped), consistent with a purely
thermocapillary-driven vortex at the meniscus. In the presence of gravity, however, symmetry is broken due to the
combined action of surface tension and buoyancy forces.
These forces are additive for the bottom vortex, making it
stronger than the top vortex in which the surface tension and
buoyancy forces oppose each other. The presence of the
smaller top vortex visualized here is essential to realize a
physically realizable 3D flow pattern. This is the first time
that such a complete visualization of the combined buoyantthermocapillary convection has been reported.
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Top plane 3 (+167 µm)
Top plane 2 (+133 µm)
Top plane 1 (+67 µm)
Horizontal center plane (0 µm)

g

Bottom plane 1 (-67 µm)
Bottom plane 2 (-133 µm)
Bottom plane 3 (-167 µm)

Fig. 7 Long-exposure particle streak image along the vertical center
plane for 400 lm tube. The location of the seven measurement planes
are also shown

Fig. 8 Long-exposure particle streak images along the vertical center
planes for tubes of diameter a 75 lm, and b 200 lm

4 Conclusions
3.2 Buoyancy effect
The effect of gravity on the flow pattern was studied by
observing the flow behavior along the vertical center plane
for 200 and 75 lm diameter tubes.
Long-exposure particle streak images along the vertical
center plane are shown in Fig. 8a, b. The small, closed
arrows point to the location of the stagnation point on the
meniscus. For the smallest diameter investigated (75 lm),
a symmetric vortex pair is observed along the vertical
center plane. This pattern displays asymmetry when the
diameter is increased to 200 lm, although the extent of
asymmetry is not as strong as for the 400 lm tube (Fig. 7).
It is clear from these images that for the smaller length
scales (*75 lm), gravity does not significantly influence
the flow, whereas considerable buoyancy-driven asymmetry is induced at the larger length scales. The degree of
asymmetry increases with tube size and a transition from
steady axisymmetric flow to steady asymmetric flow is
observed to occur for a tube diameter between 75 and
200 lm.
These effects due to buoyancy are also demonstrated
through the numerical computations of Wang et al. (2006).
These computed flow patterns near the meniscus for the
symmetric and asymmetric cases exhibit qualitative
agreement with the experimental results from the present
work. To the authors’ knowledge, this primary bifurcation
of the flow pattern in such systems has not been experimentally observed to date.

Microfluidic visualization techniques were used to quantitatively explore the 3D nature of thermocapillary
convection pattern near an evaporating meniscus. lPIV
measurements provided quantitative velocity measurements while long-exposure streak images illustrated the
qualitative flow patterns. For small tube diameters
(*75 lm), the effect of gravity on the flow pattern was
found to be negligible and a single toroidal vortex was
present near the meniscus. The flow pattern transition from
an axisymmetric to an asymmetric toroidal pattern was
visualized. The lPIV technique is shown to hold great
promise for highly resolved flow field measurements near
free surfaces. In ongoing work, tube size effects on thermocapillarity, buoyancy and evaporative flow rates over a
wide range of tube diameters are being studied.
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